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The classroom teacher views research with mixed emotions. On

the one hand, he hopes that research will provide security; he desperately

needs to know that that he is doing is "right," that a particular approach

to teaching reading is not only approved in theory and experience, but

is somehow scientifically verifiable. an the other hand, he iz; confused

by conflicting results, and is soon convinced that partial truths are

more mystifying than total ignorance. Lacking confidence in his ability
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who is at fault? Both parties, of couraec,

ttacher,

.reading, especially

at upper grade levels, especially in tho mieliiiitiOnt of comprehension,

especially in classroom studies, is fragmented, quasi-experimental,

peppered by errors that are ignored or concealed. 'What does .esearch

say to the classroom teacher?" "Very 'little " - -anti even that little

must be taken with caution. Reading research is still in its infancy

and we must not yet ask it to do a man's job. So far it has been most

successful in revealing what Children do when they read, although it

has still not told us ea or even how they do it. As we begin to examine

the more complex aspects of reeding and as we study the teaching of

reading in the classroom (as both these gentlemen have attempted), we knew

that our research tools ,ore less than adequate for the complex job.

(S none has said that these tools are about as prease as an elastic

tape measure.)

But classroom tauhers must be faulted, too, for demanding too

much. The best that research car. do is to verify assumptions, and so

no matter how perfect the design, how advanced the statistical treatment,

its usefulness is always limited to the quality of the hypothesis.

Research very seldom creates ideas for the classroom. It's the other

way around, of course. Good teaching generates ideas for research.
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,*ading teachers are at fault, too, when lay draw implications

4464010.ml from a aing/e imestigation. Very fro 11.01.1 studies are

itsi6litznitude that their findingo should be expected to influence

Milton, practices. Rowever, an accumulation of otudies can suggest

*Wive answers to questions of witiodology. I'm thinking, for example,

*gthe large number of studies testing .the effittOtrozs o, various machines
. .m:
increasing speed of comprehension, 2% ', :;' { tpport the conclusion

that machines are by no means essential.

Nevertheless, reading teachers are pot..
)15. t

n turning their

backs upon research. When viewed in propor pareptctive, individual

studies, for all their limitolitions, can help us to learn more about the

process of learning and the process of teaching. Even limited studies

can help us to realize how much we need to know, col xamind us that

vary few answers are :inal, can protect us frog the claims of practitioners

who would have us believe that it method is the only way to teach

fading. Controlled research is a necessary adjunct in teaching reading

bal6use it preserves in us the attitude of scientific inquiry, an attitude

lOtich is all the more essential in a profession dedic4ted to the mysterious

mini of man.

Research serves us best when it generates netli'qUestions and the studies

we've just heard illustrate this proposition. Mt. Limon started with

1 practical clessroce problem: what proportion* of the daily reading period

in sixth grade should be devoted to the reading of tkeely selected books?

fits' design imposed limitations; that is, his questi6 became: Over a

Period of 12 weeks, if ue ex?ect imprcvement as mastired by a sttndozdized
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readins Zest, Whet part a a 4641111110 f0044 should be spent on

free resdia g? Pis aamsr appears tiliSL no at all on

free retdim is as good as 15 stmts. 4::-4( _better than 30 minutes

r 45 situate. Can w tabs that answsr troOt I Mb, because his

studi leaves a number cf questions Immirogirea., ilifferences in exper erne
.

J-zpj,

differences in results among the three clas*VOOM of the four
,

methods? What happened in each of the clas 4 the free readingeery, r,

period managed equally well in ail nine elirvw;iVsk kinds of books

veresmiiable?

Even when taken at face value, the results ors VOszling. Why should

the conventional group rank highest in comprehension and third in word

knowledge? Why should 30 minutes a day in basal reader* produce greater

gains in word krowledge than any other method and less gain in reading

achievement? (The 30-minute basal classes were equal in gains to the

45-rminute individualized classed, which in fact, lost .n achievement.)

ins three classes in the individualized method lost in achievement

for both word knowledge and reading. Why? Were the three teachers using

thin method inexperienced in individualized reading techniques whereas

the other teachers wore experienced with basals? Were the children in

the individualized classes motivated to read but not to learn? ?or example,

did self-selection man act they chose books below their instructional

level? Were they uninstructed in vocabulary building technique0 'ere

they practicing comprehension skills characteristic of narrative prose

but tested on expository paragraphs requiring study skills?
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imig-114104-tiwt sows that individualised reading of the type
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to-0pm ime$0444. Alok 040dividuilised approaches is to develop

,

A%ildren Inta 141 Otis:Mt pupils beyond primary grades,

our ate is to saik1S 4NIIKVIV44. Bacoureging children to read,

Mitt failing to to # is * OMXIOus limitation of the

individualiSed approa0k. that is perhaps undergcori,'

by Hr. formam's results.

Set vs have been to of a single study--

.

,,,.0. v, 4, ',

snotty what we said mm 40-00'; 'diatdatable number of single
-;. ,.

"I` -,',,,'1`4 ,7.7
.,

studies comparing iadivi#441 liAuft approaches have,approaches

been repottedmost of thea rastage.4i4Aff tl dissertations.

...--,::,

By nu& 1964, Groff had listed 54 snail:Is listed these but
1.-vi4

. ,,,f.

he did not evaluate or synthesise thesTANNUX Mild have been impossible
4,.,,..\..

'16

to do so tame the studies vary so sidetit' ational definitions

of individualined reading and in the aro& 711 they were

. i-,

execute& Unitas sings studios are rapttitS 'cl-AllSandsltd procedmess,

.
,

aid tz.ao-6.gozatar'tt,, dhera ie tv.; moon to: e findings

ofvsay, 27 studies than in the Angle one today.
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The tmplicatiGas for research twos the s to state,

much.barder to implemnt. Ovit-:;dsly, if ga arat"

individualized readin3 appreaehoG versu9

t` the .effdts of

ability grouga3 beet l
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coopezative study designed to account for teacher

,#0011100S a full year at one grade level, treating similar

4101114*. a broad spectrum of reading skills and attitudes

. that such a study would answer important

Mk. Lav**411(tivid an appropriate inference from his
+,

studythat is, "reading:ability *ay be tmproved by the use of more

than a single method OLY4ttection." I am sure that a broad study w i(

confirm this Mgmene.. 4/44et see the vette of engaging in " sus"

studios, pitting one asfod against smother. Good teaching restlessly

cuts across all methods. I as con'inced, however, of the need for cooperatii*.

research especially at the grade levels. The aim of such researc-L

should not be to verify "one but method" but should seek answer!, to

Why any one of savoral methods mtptit0Weeffective (or indeed ineffective)

with pupils of wail - defied chereccettet404-

Mr. Grant's study suggests 1411itios for exploring the

.

effects of highly recommended ume40-10Invi ies. Perhaps wisely he

limited himself to a very narrow askeet o pose! t thought-directing

given before reading a smacifloii141746. lhe investigation
.

,;,.

P"timats1 reading Ile Fromielln et4At*I0e40., and we have

recent.ly had at least one major exploratiok grade level--

the study recently completed at Chicago by

now from the U. S. Office of ZAucation. Spith

application of specific reading skills such ae Okii4

th and available

1#rpose as the

Or details, for

main ideas, for generalizations, and the like, and bsaAsignad teats

for measuring; these. Although this approach is see hat different from

Grant's, his objectiv ©s are similar to hers. In extending his research
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Sato purposeful reading at sixth grade level, Mr. Grant may want to

,etndy Smith's desis n.

in this neat first study, Ht. Grant has opened up problems.

may disregard his findings for the below-average and above-

opotsgs readers, since it wasn't a good idea in the first place to assign

satiate' sither at frustration level or at mastery level for study-type

reading. What we should like to know now is Whether or not the poorest

readers might react apt the average readers did men the selection assigned

is at their instructional level. Suppose that poor readers do not profit

from a pre-reading question even when the material is supposedly within

their range. What Ara the possible reasons? How can they be explored?

Is length of the article a factor? Does the single-question strategy

oversimplify the problems of comprehension? Would not previous knowledge

of the topic make a difference? How much can we infer from the reading

of at sir 1s article? The basic weakness of this study is that it probes

an insufficient sample of behavior. We need a larger sampling of study-

type materials to Mich the skill of reading for main ideas can be applied.

We need some ways of amiantus why the thought-directing question helps

(or fail: to help) . For emeeple, we ellculd have aema measure of the

eeeeders'prevf.oue knowledge of the topic, and their interest in it. We

should assess their attitudes before and after reeding.. A series of

asperimente like this with the same group of children would, of course,

develop.into a teaching situation rather than a controlled experiment.

tie mild have to test, therefore, for the overall effects. After such

an importance OW uould happen to students' reading of study -type materials

%hen no one proposes a pre-reeding question? The kind of study I am
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